Greetings!
I am Richard Steves with Financial Gravity.
Financial Gravity specializes in saving small business owners thousands of
dollars annually on taxes by meeting to provide them with a FREE Tax Blueprint®
Assessment.
Read what one of our clients has to say…
“No small business owner likes paying taxes. The Financial Gravity team saves me several
thousand dollars per year during our annual tax planning sessions. That money goes right to
my bottom-line and helps me sleep soundly!” - Dr. Ron Perkins, Orthodontist

We saved him $50,000 per year!
How?
We specialize in Strategic Tax Planning. We search over 70,000 pages of IRS Tax Code to
identify specific legal, moral, and ethical ways you can use the tax code to pay what you legally owe
and nothing more! According to a recent Forbes Magazine article, 93% of ALL business owners are
overpaying their taxes.
“But, wait, I already have a CPA!”
Well, here’s the thing…, CPAs don’t do Strategic Tax Planning; they’re not trained to do that type
of tax work. They only work historically.
When was the last time that your CPA came to you—without your having to ask—to show you a
way to save you $1,000 per year? How about $21,000 per year (that’s our average)?
Our Tax Blueprint® Assessment comes with a guarantee on results! You CAN stop overpaying
on your taxes. With our FREE assessment you have absolutely nothing to lose and only money to
gain!
Best,

Richard A. Steves
800 N. Watters Rd, Suite #120
Allen, TX 75013
Direct: (509) 477-5128
Office: (469) 342-9100
Email: Rich.Steves@financialgravity.net
P.S. Here’s a short video link that explains why strategic tax planning is the financial foundation that
will allow your business to unlock the capital that can help grow your business. Watch it and then
call me for your FREE tax assessment today!
www.getmytaxplan.com
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